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Pre-Qualifiers: The top ten points earners nationally, in Groups 3 and 4, will be
guaranteed a place in Eliminations for their respective brackets at the final event
of the season. In all cases, bracket seeding will be determined by qualifying
at the event. All Pre-Qualifiers must attempt at least one Qualifying Run
to remain eligible for Eliminations. In Eliminators that require a set performance
to be achieve in Qualifying (i.e. Supercharged Outlaws 6.50 to 7.99 seconds),
competitors who fail to complete at least one run during Qualifying to satisfy
the requirement, will not progress to Elimination Rounds.

a.

The Driver/ Rider who lasts longer in Eliminations at the, final event of the
Eliminator then;

b.

Where the parties end the event in the same round of racing at the final
event of the Eliminator, the party who is the better performer in relation
to their Class Handicap/ Index or Dial-In at that round, then;

c.

The Driver/ Rider who contests the final event for that Eliminator, then;

d.

The Driver/ Rider who contested most Summit Racing Equipment Racing
Series rounds during the season, then;

e.

The Driver/ Rider who contested events outside their Division.
◊ NOTE: The awarding of Australian Champion honours
is conditional upon the recipient contesting at least one round
outside his or her home Division in the same season.

Summit Racing Equipment Sportsman Series Entry: All competitors who
enter into a Summit Racing Equipment Sportsman Round are automatically
entered into the Summit Racing Equipment Sportsman Series and agree to
contact details being sent to Summit Racing Equipment.
Abandoned Event: Where any round of the series or the final event for
an Eliminator is abandoned at any point, all entrants in attendance at the event
will receive a minimum of 20 points.
Award Eligibility: To be eligible for any award, trophy or prize offered
for an ANDRA Sportsman National Championship the competitor must have
competed outside of their home division in at least one round of their ANDRA
National Sportsman Championship. This includes but is not limited to eligibility
for trophies, financial rewards and prizes.

2.12.1 CALENDAR
The dates for ANDRA Championship and Summit Racing Equipment
Sportsman Series rounds may be varied due to numerous circumstances,
they remain subject to change at any time without notice. For up to date
information regarding racing schedules please refer to the ANDRA website
at www.andra.com.au
The ANDRA Championship Drag Calendar may be reproduced where credited.

2.12.2 ANDRA CHAMPIONSHIP SERIES SIGNAGE
ANDRA Championship Series signage is compulsory on both sides of all vehicles
wishing to participate in any round of the series. Failure to display such signage
(during Eliminations Rounds) may result in exclusion from participation at the
event or no allocation of event points. Correct placement of signage is detailed
in the following image, no other placements will be deemed acceptable unless
otherwise approved by the ANDRA General Manager.

COMPETITION INFO

Australian Championship Honours Tie Decider: In the event of a tie for
an Eliminator Championship or the John Storm Memorial Trophy, the title will
be awarded to;
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